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How Cisco IT Achieves Subminute Recovery Point 
Objective  

Fibre Channel over IP solution overcomes latency inherent in long-distance 
replication. 

Cisco Systems® maintains mission-critical production ERP 
databases in San Jose, California and a disaster recovery (DR) and 
development site 3000 miles away in Research Triangle Park (RTP), 
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North Carolina. During failover, Cisco IT strives for the best possible 
recovery point objective (RPO), which refers to how up-to-date the 
database is when restored, and recovery time objective (RTO), which 
refers to how long it takes to bring the DR database online.  

Meeting these goals in Cisco’s SAN environment required 
overcoming the latency inherent in replication over long 
distances. EMC Symmetrix Remote Data Facility (SFDF), which Cisco 
used for local database replication, would introduce too much latency 
for long-distance database replication. And Cisco’s usual electronic 
journaling process posed problems of its own,  including the high 
management overhead associated with host-based archive-replication 

r each database on each host. What’s more, if Cisco failed over the production database to the DR site, the 
 of failing back required an extended outage while the entire database was replicated back to the primary site. 
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re channel over IP (FCIP) with EMC SRDF/A (asynchronous), Cisco achieved sub-minute RPO over the 
le distance. EMC SRDF/A can sustain a long-distance, consistent production image between databases and 
ids latency. 

 reduced RTO. Cisco also now enjoys an RTO measured in minutes instead of hours. 

atabase refreshes. When necessary, Cisco IT can refresh a 4TB database over the WAN in approximately 
rs compared to 24 hours previously.   

AN utilization. By transferring relatively small archive logs and redo logs—which Cisco’s OC-12 corporate 
n accommodate—Cisco achieved the same RPO possible if it also transferred the larger data volumes, which 
ve required an upgrade to OC-48. 

vation of host resources. Frame-to-frame transfers avoid the need to assign host resources to replication 
nd in RTP, Cisco IT no longer needs to assign a partition to a development host for DR. 

ntal relationship between production and DR databases enables failback without downtime 

udy:  http://www.cisco.com/en/US/about/ciscoitatwork/case_studies.html
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To read the entire case study or for additional Cisco IT case studies on a variety of business solutions, visit Cisco on 
Cisco: Inside Cisco IT www.cisco.com/go/ciscoit

NOTE 
This publication describes how Cisco has benefited from the deployment of its own products. Many factors may have 
contributed to the results and benefits described; Cisco does not guarantee comparable results elsewhere. 

CISCO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.  

Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties, therefore this disclaimer may not apply to 
you. 
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